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Abstra t
We study dire ted network design problems with orientation onstraints. An orientation onstraint on a pair of nodes u and v states that a feasible solution may in lude at
most one of the ar s (u; v ) and (v; u). Su h onstraints arise naturally in many network
design problems, sin e link or edge resour es su h as bre an be used to support traÆ
in one of two possible dire tions only. Our rst result is that the dire ted network design problem with orientation onstraints an be solved in polynomial time in the ase
where the requirement fun tion f is positively interse ting supermodular. (The ase
where there are no orientation onstraints follows from work of Frank [6℄.) The se ond
main result of the paper is a 4-approximation algorithm for the minimum ost strongly
onne ted subgraph problem with orientation onstraints. Our algorithm shows that
the problem of enfor ing orientation onstraints an be redu ed to the minimum ost 2edge onne ted subgraph problem on undire ted graphs. Finally, we study the problem
for general rossing supermodular fun tions and show the following bi- riteria approximation result. Let k denote the maximum requirement of any set under the given
requirement fun tion f . We give a 2k -approximation algorithm to onstru t a solution
that satis es a slightly weaker requirement fun tion, namely, f 0 (S ) = maxff (S ) 1; 0g.

 A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [16℄.
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Introdu tion

We study dire ted network design problems in mixed networks with orientation onstraints.
We are given a dire ted graph D = (V; A) and an undire ted graph G = (V; E ). Let
M = (V; E [ A) denote the mixed graph obtained by taking their union. An orientation of
an undire ted edge is obtained by repla ing it by one of two possible dire ted ar s parallel
to it. We onsider problems whi h amalgamate two previously studied models for network
design. We wish, at minimum ost, to ful ll a given onne tivity requirement in a network
by (a) sele ting a subgraph, and (b) orienting its undire ted edges. We start by rst
onsidering a on rete spe ial ase of su h orientation and subgraph sele tion problems.
Let r 2 V be a spe ial node, and onsider the following two problems, the rst on erning
D , the se ond on erning M . Call a digraph k - onne ted from r if it ontains k ar -disjoint
paths from r to ea h other node.
(A) Given a ost fun tion on A, nd a minimum ost subdigraph (if there is one) whi h is
k - onne ted from r .
(B) Find an orientation (if there is one) of the undire ted edges of M whi h results in a
minimum ost digraph whi h is k- onne ted from r.
The polyhedron for problem (A) is des ribed in [6℄ while that for (B) is derived from the
integrality of submodular ow polyhedra (see, e.g., [9, 23℄). One aim of the present paper
is to des ribe the polyhedron for the following ommon generalization.
(AB) Find a mixed subgraph M 0 of M and orient the undire ted edges of M 0 so that the
resulting digraph is k- onne ted from r, and so that the ost of the dire ted edges plus the
ost of the orienting the undire ted edges of M 0 is minimized.
We study the problem (AB) in the ontext of the following more general framework.
Input: We are given a dire ted graph D = (V; A) with a ost fun tion
: A ! Z, a
requirement fun tion f de ned over all subsets of V , and a olle tion E of disjoint onstrained
ar pairs, ea h of whi h indu es a digon (i.e., two ar s dire ted in opposite dire tions). Let
Ap  A denote the set of onstrained ar s, and for any ar a 2 Ap , let a denote the ar
that a is paired with. We are also given lower and upper bound ve tors l; u for ea h pair in
E and ea h ar a.
+
Goal: Find an optimal solution to the integer program below; here Æ (S ) denotes the set
of ar s leaving S  V .
(I )

min

X

2

a xa

a A

for ea h S  V

(1)

 xa + xa  ua;a for ea h fa; a g 2 E
2 fla ; la + 1; : : : ; ua g
for ea h a 2 A

(2)
(3)

a Æ+ S

2 ( )

la;a
xa

X

xa

 f (S )
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We refer to onstraints (1) as the ut onstraints, onstraints (2) as the orientation
onstraints, and onstraints (3) as the integrality onstraints. The term orientation here
\arises" from the onsideration of onstrained pairs with la;a = ua;a = 1. In this ase,
the hoi e of the variables xa ; xa amounts to determining the orientation of an asso iated
undire ted edge.
The above framework, without the orientation onstraints, already aptures a large
number of fundamental ombinatorial optimization problems. Some representative examples in lude minimum ost bran hings, minimum ost k-strongly onne ted subgraphs, and
the dire ted steiner network problem. Many of these problems are NP-hard and thus resear h is often fo used on the design of approximation algorithms for these problems.
In the present paper, we restri t attention to rossing supermodular requirement fun tions f . That is, for every X; Y  V su h that X \ Y 6= ; and X [ Y 6= V we have
that
f (X ) + f (Y )  f (X \ Y ) + f (X [ Y ):
Dire ted network design problems with a rossing supermodular requirement fun tion remain NP-hard. An example of a rossing supermodular fun tion is the fun tion f (S ) = k
for all subsets S  V ; the asso iated problem is known as the minimum ost k-strongly
onne ted subgraph problem. For this ase, a simple 2-approximation algorithm is obtained
by solving two minimum ost k-disjoint arbores en e problems (one into and one out from)
at an arbitrary node v [5℄.
Frank [6℄ showed that in the spe ial ase where the requirement fun tion is also interse ting supermodular, i.e., the above inequality holds whenever X and Y interse t, the
network design problem an be solved optimally in polynomial time. Melkonian and Tardos
[21℄ have re ently shown that his result an be used to obtain a 2-approximation algorithm
for any requirement fun tion whi h is rossing supermodular.
In undire ted graphs, so- alled weakly supermodular fun tions model a broad lass
of network design problems, in luding for instan e, the generalized Steiner tree problem.
Following a line of work ([1, 12, 13, 24℄), Jain [15℄ devised an ingenious 2-approximation
algorithm for weakly supermodular fun tions. He proved that every basi feasible solution
to the linear programming (LP) relaxation of the problem ontains a variable of value at
least a half. Jain's algorithm nds and rounds su h a large omponent iteratively until a
nal integral solution is obtained.
Network design problems in undire ted graphs are often mu h better understood than
their dire ted ounterparts. In parti ular, te hniques for network design problems on undire ted graphs, e.g., the widely used primal-dual approa h [1, 12℄, do not seem to be easily
amenable to dire ted network design problems. In the work of Melkonian and Tardos [21℄
a dire ted analog of Jain's result is given whi h requires signi ant further insight into the
ombinatorial stru ture of basi solutions. They show that every basi solution to an LP
relaxation of the design problem ontains a variable of value at least a quarter, whenever
the requirement fun tion f is rossing supermodular. We note that the LP relaxation for
(I ) is polynomially solvable by the ellipsoid method [14℄.
2

1.1

Our Problems

We study dire ted network design problems with orientation onstraints (as spe i ed in
(I )). We an view these as two-phase problems: nding a subgraph of an undire ted graph,
or a mixed graph, and then orienting its edges so as to satisfy the ut onstraints. The
ost fun tion asso iated with the orientation may in general be asymmetri , i.e., the ost
of orienting an edge e = uv from v to u is di erent from orienting it from u to v. (An edge
an only be oriented in one dire tion.) The ost of an orientation is de ned to be the sum
of the osts of the orientations of the edges.
Thus, our network design problems ombine onstraints of two types, subgraph onstraints, and orientation onstraints. While ea h type of onstraint has been well-studied
separately, mu h less is known for design problems that ombine these two types of onstraints simultaneously.
Perhaps, the most basi orientation problem with asymmetri osts that involves both
subgraph onstraints and orientation onstraints is nding among all subgraphs of G that
admit a strong orientation, one that has a strong orientation of minimum ost. This problem
generalizes two well known NP-hard problems. If the orientation ost fun tion is symmetri ,
then the problem redu es to nding a minimum ost 2-edge onne ted subgraph of G. On
the other hand, if there are no orientation onstraints, then the problem redu es to nding
a minimum ost strongly onne ted subgraph of a dire ted graph. We note that for both
problems, 2-approximation algorithms are known.
One ase we study for whi h a omplete solution is given is that where the requirement
fun tion is positively interse ting supermodular. This is a generalization of the problem
(AB) de ned at the outset of the paper. These results appear in Se tion 3.
Another important ase of spe ial interest in our study is the design of strongly onne ted
dire ted graphs with orientation onstraints. In this ase the requirement fun tion f satis es
f (X ) = 1 for every proper nonempty subset X , and f (V ) = f (;) = 0.
An interesting spe ial ase of the asymmetri orientation problem is when the onstraints
(2) in (I ) be ome xa + xa = 1 for ea h ar a 2 A. Equivalently, we are given an undire ted
graph and we need to nd a minimum ost orientation that satis es the requirement fun tion
f . A good hara terization for the spe ial ase of strong onne tivity requirements, follows
from the lassi al min-max theorem of Lu hesi and Younger [20℄. A dijoin is a set of ar s
in a digraph whi h interse ts every dire ted ut Æ+ (S ), i.e., S su h that Æ (S ) = ;. For an
integer ost ve tor , the Lu hesi-Younger Theorem states that the minimum - ost of a
dijoin is equal to the maximum pa king of dire ted uts where ea h ar a is allowed in at
most a uts in this pa king. This theorem also implies the existen e of a polynomial time
algorithm to nd the minimum dijoin via the Ellipsoid Method - see [14℄. We an nd a
minimum ost strongly onne ted orientation as follows. First, orient ea h onstrained pair
in the heaper of its two dire tions to obtain a digraph D0 . We must now reverse some of
these orientations in order to make D strongly onne ted. If A0 is the subset of ar s of D0
whi h are ipped, then evidently A0 must be a dijoin. So we ould do no better than to
hoose a heapest su h dijoin; but does reversing the ar s of a dijoin result in a strongly
onne ted digraph? In general no, but Lovasz [19, Exer ise 6.11℄ and independently Younger
3

[25℄ proved that any minimal dijoin does indeed have this property. The orientation problem
for general rossing supermodular requirement fun tions an also be solved in polynomial
time via redu tions to submodular ows, see [9, 23℄.
Orientation onstraints arise in many network design problems, sin e link/edge resour es
su h as bre, are ommonly unidire tional (i.e., they support traÆ in only one of the two
possible dire tions at a given time). Asymmetri osts may arise in many network routing
problems. For instan e, onsider the setting where traÆ demand is being in rementally
introdu ed in an existing network. Load balan ing onstraints may favor for ing traÆ in
opposite dire tions between a given pair of swit hes. Hen e when routing new demands,
osts on the dire ted links may in rease proportionately to the amount of existing traÆ .
Asymmetri osts may also arise in network planning due to assorted line termination
equipment; these are the osts asso iated with terminating the two ends of a link.
1.2

Our Results

Our rst result is that the dire ted network design problem with orientation onstraints an
be solved in polynomial time using the Ellipsoid Method, in the ase where the requirement
fun tion f is positively interse ting supermodular. We show that any basi solution for the
relaxation of (I ) in this ase has integral omponents. This generalizes the work of Frank
[6℄ who proved the same result for the variant with no orientation onstraints. In fa t, we
establish this result for the more general formulation given in (I ).
Our se ond result is that the minimum ost strongly onne ted subgraph problem with
orientation onstraints has a 4-approximation algorithm. We give a ombinatorial approximation algorithm based on the idea that the problem of enfor ing orientation onstraints
an be redu ed to the minimum ost 2-edge onne ted subgraph problem. We start with
any feasible solution to the minimum ost strongly onne ted subgraph problem and use the
above redu tion to modify the solution so as to satisfy the violated orientation onstraints.
Finally, we study our problem for general rossing supermodular fun tions and show
the following bi- riteria approximation result. Let k denote the maximum requirement of
any set under the given requirement fun tion f . We give a 2k-approximation algorithm to
onstru t a solution that satis es a slightly weaker requirement fun tion, namely, f 0 (S ) =
maxff (S ) 1; 0g.

2

Preliminaries

We denote a dire ted graph by D = (V; A). For S  V , denote by Æ+ (S ) (respe tively
Æ (S )) the set of ar s with tail in S (respe tively V S ) and head in V S (respe tively
S ).
A pair of subsets X; Y , of a ground set V , is interse ting if X \ Y; X Y; Y X 6= ;.
An interse ting pair X; Y of sets is rossing if X [ Y 6= V and X; Y are non omparable. A
family F of nonempty subsets of V is interse ting if we have X \ Y; X [ Y 2 F for ea h
interse ting pair X; Y 2 F . A family is rossing if X \ Y; X [ Y 2 F for ea h rossing pair
4

X; Y

2 F . A fun tion f : 2V ! Z+ is positively

supermodular)

rossing (respe tively positively interse ting
on a rossing (respe tively interse ting) family F , if:

1. f (V ) = f (;) = 0.
2. For ea h rossing (respe tively interse ting) pair X; Y 2 F su h that f (X ); f (Y ) > 0,
f (X ) + f (Y )  f (X \ Y ) + f (X [ Y ).
We emphasize that we only require the inequality to hold for X; Y in the support of f .1
For any ordered pair (u; v) of nodes of V , we de ne an operator uv as follows. Given
any f : 2V ! Q+ , uv (f ) is a new fun tion su h that uv (f )(S ) = f (S ) 1 if u 2 S; v 62 S
and f (S ) > 0. Otherwise uv (f )(S ) = f (S ). The following is proved in [6℄.
Lemma 1 If f is positively rossing (respe tively positively interse ting) supermodular on
F , then uv (f ) is also positively rossing (respe tively positively interse ting) supermodular.

Note that this result does not hold for rossing (interse ting) supermodular fun tions (i.e.,
without the positive requirement). When f is lear from the ontext, we denote by F (uv)
the family obtained from F by removing all sets S 6= V; ; for whi h uv (f )(S ) = 0. One
easily he ks that if f is positively rossing (interse ting) supermodular on F , then it is
also positively rossing (interse ting) supermodular on F (uv).
A family S = fSi gmi=1 of proper, nonempty subsets of a nite ground set V is ross-free
if no pair of sets in S ross. The family is laminar if for ea h pair Si ; Sj of distin t sets in
S , we have either Si  Sj ; Sj  Si, or Si \ Sj = ;.

3

Interse ting Supermodularity

In this se tion we study the polyhedron obtained by relaxaing the integrality onstraints (3)
in (I ), i.e., for ea h a 2 A, we now require only la  xa  ua . In the following, F denotes an
interse ting family of subsets of V , and f is a positively interse ting supermodular fun tion
on F .
Let D be a digraph and E be a disjoint olle tion of ar pairs, a and a , ea h of whi h
forms a digon, i.e., dire ted ir uit of length two. A quadruple (D; f; F ; E ) will be alled
simply an f -network (or positively interse ting supermodular network a ording to f ). A
apa itated f -network is a sextuple (D; f; F ; E ; l; u) where (D; f; F ; E ) is an f -network and
l; u : A [ E ! Z+ are assignments of apa ities to the ar s and digons of E .
For any su h apa itated f -network and ost ve tor , the f - onne tivity problem is to
nd an optimal solution to (I). Denote by P (D; f; F ; E ; l; u) the polyhedron de ned by the
relaxation of (I), that is repla ing (3) by la  xa  ua for ea h ar a. We assume that
the polyhedron in onsideration is nonempty; in parti ular, note also that it is pointed
1 This property has also been referred to as weakly

rossing (interse ting) supermodularity in [6℄, whereas

supermodularity had been referred to fun tions whi h satisfy ondition (2) for
X; Y

in

F.

5

all

rossing (interse ting) pairs

and hen e has verti es. Ea h extreme point is thus de ned by a system of m linearly
independent tight inequalities. We are interested primarily in integer solutions to su h
apa itated f - onne tivity problem and so our goal is to show:
Theorem 2 For any apa itated positively interse ting f -network (D; f; F ; E ; l; u), the extreme points of P (D; f; F ; E ; l; u) are integral.
The spe ial ase where there are no orientation onstraints follows from Frank [6℄. We note
that it is easy to onstru t examples su h that there is an unbounded gap between the ost
of optimal solutions with and without orientation onstraints.
This theorem rst appeared in [16℄; we follow the same proof whi h is based on a primal
analysis of the extreme points of P (D; f; F ; E ; l; u) . Subsequently and independently, it
was ommuni ated to us (by J. Cheriyan as well as A. Frank) that the result an be proved
by showing that the system of inequalities asso iated with P (D; f; F ; E ; l; u) is totally dual
integral (TDI). That is, for every integer ve tor , the dual linear program has an integer
optimum. In the meantime, another strengthening of the original result has appeared
in [11℄. In parti ular, they extend the result to a hypergraph setting and to orientation
onstraints over larger sets of possible orientations. They also show that Theorem 2 for
(not positively) interse ting supermodularity, follows from the theory of submodular ows
using a redu tion of S hrijver [23℄. They indi ate, however, that they do not know whether
the polyhedron P (D; f; F ; E ; l; u) for positively interse ting supermodular fun tions arises
from a submodular ow polyhedron.
We now pro eed with a proof of Theorem 2. Hen eforth we let P (D; f; F ; E ; l; u) ,
be a positively interse ting supermodular f - onne tivity polyhedron and x be an extreme
point. Note that any extreme point has a de ning system determined by a triple S ; R+ ; R
where S  F , R = R+ [ R  A [ E and m = jAj = jSj + jRj. That is, x is the unique
solution (in RA ) to the system of equalities:
1. xa = ua , for ea h a 2 R+
2. xa = la , for ea h a 2 R
3. xa + xa = ua;a , for ea h fa; a g 2 R+
4. xa + xa = la;a , for ea h fa; a g 2 R
5. x(Æ+ (S )) = f (S ), for ea h S 2 S
and in parti ular, S ; R identify a set of linearly independent rows in the onstraint matrix
for the f - onne tivity problem.
We now analyze the stru ture of su h an extreme point x and this (not ne essarily
unique) de ning system.
Lemma 3 If (D; f; F ; E ; l; u) is a positively interse ting supermodular problem, then any
extreme point x has a de ning system su h that

6

S is laminar.

Proof: We rst produ e a system whi h is ross-free. The proof of this part is by the
well-known un rossing te hnique; its essen e is identi al to Lemma 2 in [21℄, and so we
only sket h the proof. If X; Y 2 S , then we may repla e these inequalities by those for
X \ Y; X [ Y (whi h are again tight) without destroying linear independen e of the system.
So we assume that S is ross-free and suppose that X; Y 2 S su h that X \Y; X Y; Y X
are all nonempty but X [ Y = V . Let xab = x ([X Y; Y X ℄), xba =Px ([Y X; X Y ℄),
xia = x ([X \Y; X Y ℄), xib = x ([X \Y; Y X ℄). For example, xia = a2Æ+ (X \Y ) Æ+ (X ) xa ;
in parti ular, x (X ) = xab + xib ; x (Y ) = xba + xia . Thus we have

(xab + xib ) + (xba + xia )
= f (X ) + f (Y )
 f (X \ Y ) + f (X [ Y )
= f (X \ Y )
= (xib + xia )
from whi h we dedu e that xab = xba = 0 and that X \ Y is again tight for x . In this
ase, we may repla e the set Y in S by X \ Y . Let a; b; be the 0; 1 in iden e ve tors of
Æ + (X ); Æ + (Y ); Æ + (X \ Y ) respe tively. Note that we have a + = 2a + b and hen e the
resulting system is again de ning (i.e., indu e a nonsingular matrix) for the ve tor x .
Applying this pro edure de reases the value PS 2S jS j and does not reate any new
interse ting pairs. Thus we may repeatedly apply this operation until we obtain the desired
laminar system.
2
The following lemma guarantees an integral omponent in extreme points of a positively
interse ting supermodular onne tivity polyhedron.
Lemma 4 Let x be an extreme point whi h has a de ning system S ; R for whi h
laminar. Then there is some ar a su h that xa is an integer.

S

is

Suppose that x ; S ; R is a ounterexample
for a digraph D with a minimum number
of ar s and subje t to this minimizes Pa xa . Clearly, ea h member of R must de ne a
onstrained pair, or we would have an integral omponent immediately. We rst laim that
without loss of generality
Proof:

Ea h ar appears in some ut Æ+ (S ) where S 2 S .

(4)

Suppose this is not the ase for some a, then learly a 2 R and the onstraint xa + xa  1
is the only onstraint from the de ning system whi h involves a. For any value z , let xz be
the ve tor obtained by repla ing the value xa by the value z . Let z0 be the smallest value
su h that xz0 is feasible. Note that if z0 > 0, then a is in some tight ut Æ+ (S ) for xz0 , and
so we may obtain a linearly independent de ning system for xz by adding this ut to S and
removing the orientation onstraint for fa; a g. If xz = x , then we have a desired system
7

for x . Otherwise, xz < x is another extreme point whi h ontradi ts the minimality of
x . If z0 = 0, then let x0 be obtained from x by restri ting to the omponents of A a;
also set E 0 = E fa; a g. Then x0 is an extreme point for the f - onne tivity polyhedron of
D a and E 0 , ontradi ting minimality.
In the following, let R denote those ar s whi h lie in ome onstrained pair in R; also let
F = A R. For a set S , we let F (S ) = F \ Æ + (S ) and R(S ) = R \ Æ + (S ). For any laminar
family S we may de ne an a y li laminar dire ted graph H (S ) with a node vS asso iated
with ea h S 2 S and where there is an ar (vSi ; vSj ) if Si is a minimal set ontaining Sj .
Let  : A ! V (H (S )) be a mapping. The fun tion  is a legal mapping for a subgraph
H 0  H if ea h ar of H 0 is mapped to a node vS su h that S ontains its tail, i.e., the tail
of ea h ar in  (vS ) lies in S . The ontribution to vS by , denoted by C (v), is
X 1+ X 1:
2
a2F;(a)=vS
a2R;(a)=vS
We next prove the following laim.

Claim 5 For ea h subtree T rooted at a node vS in H (S ) we may nd a legal mapping su h
that C (vS )  1 + jF (S )j=2 and for ea h other node v 2 T we have C (v)  1.
Proof of Claim: Note that sin e x > 0 (there are no integral omponents), we must have
that jÆ+ (S )j  2 for ea h S 2 S . Hen e the result holds in the ase where jV (H )j = 1. Now

suppose that vS1 ; vS2 ; : : : ; vSq are the out-neighbours, or hildren, of vS . By indu tion, for
ea h i, there is a legal mapping i for the subgraph indu ed by the des endants of vSi su h
that the ontribution to vSi is at least 1+ jF (Si )j=2. For ea h i, we rst partition the ar s in
Æ + (Si ) as follows. Let Fi+ = Æ + (S ) \ F (Si ) and Ri+ = Æ + (S ) \ R(Si ). Let Fi = F (Si ) Fi+
and Ri = R(Si ) Ri+. Let F 0 = F (S ) ([i Fi+ ) and R0 = R(S ) ([i Ri+). The ardinality
of ea h of these sets we denote by hanging the large apital letter to small, e.g., fi+ = jFi+ j.
We reate a legal map  from the individual maps i as follows. First, every ar from
0
F ; R0 is mapped to vS . Next, for ea h i, sele t either one ar of F (Si ), or two ar s of R(Si )
from  (vSi ) and then reassign any remaining ar s of  (vSi ) to vS . Thus vSi still has a
a ontribution of 1 but vS inherents its ex ess ontribution of jF (Si )j=2. Note that if the
resulting map does not ontribute 1 + jF (S )j=2 to vS , then we must have
f0 +

q
q
1X
f0 1 X +
+
(
fi+ + fi ) < 1 + +
2 2 i=1
2 2 i=1 fi :

r0

This implies that f 0 + r0 + Pqi=1 fi  1. Consider adding the onstraint for S together
with all orientation onstraints fa; a g for whi h both ends of a are ontained in S . To
this ombination, subtra t the equalities asso iated with the uts Si . We are left with the
following equation:
f 0 + r0

Xf X
q

i

=1

i

a F 0 R0

2 [
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xa

X X x =
q

i

=1 a2Fi

a

;

where isPsome integer. (Note that we require (4) in order to dedu e this fa t.) Thus if
= r0 = qi=1 fi = 0, then we have a nontrivial ombination of tight onstraints whi h
yields the zero ve tor, a ontradi tion. Thus exa tly one of f 0 ; r0 ; f1 ; f2 ; : : : ; fq is 1. But,
in this ase, the equality above shows that x has an integral omponent, a ontradi tion.
2
We now ontinue with the proof of the lemma. Suppose that S1 ; S2 : : : Sp are the maximal sets in S and apply the laim to the subtree rooted at ea h vSi ; let i be the legal
mapping thus found. Note rst that the subtrees are disjoint for if this were not the ase,
then there would exist some node, say vS of in-degree two or more. But in that ase,
any pair of parents S 0 ; S 00 would be in omparable (by de nition of an ar in H ) and hen e
S 0 S 00 ; S 00 S 0 and S 00 \ S 0 would all be nonempty, ontradi ting laminarity.
Thus we an ombine the mappings i into an overall mapping  su h that the ontribution to ea h node is at least 1 and C (vSi )  1 + jF (Si )j=2 for ea h i = 1; 2; : : : ; p. We
thus have
X C (v )  X 1 + X 1 = jAj jRj:
jSj 
S
2
vS 2H
a2A\F
a2A\R
f0

But we know that jSj = jAj jRj and so all inequalities must be tight above. In parti ular,
we must have C (vSi ) = 1 for ea h i = 1; 2; : : : ; p. Hen e jF (Si )j = 0 for ea h i. But then
we have a nontrivial ombination of the zero ve tor by adding the ut inequalities for the
maximal sets Si and subtra ting the orientation onstraints orresponding to ar s appearing
in some Æ+ (Si ). This nal ontradi tion ompletes the proof of Lemma 4.
2
Proof of Theorem 2 Suppose the statement is false and x is a non-integral extreme
point for some P (D; f; F ; E ; l; u) . Moreover,
hoose su h a ounterexample for whi h jAj is
minimized and subje t to this, minimizes Pa xa . Suppose xa is an integer, say k, for some
ar a. Then we laim to nd a smaller ounterexample by redu ing a's omponent. If k > 0,
then let x0 be obtained from x by de reasing by 1 the omponent for a; we may also redu e
by 1 any ue ; le orresponding to an ar or onstrained pair involving a. Let l0 ; u0 be the
ve tors obtained. The ve tor x0 is an extreme point for P (D; (f ); F (wv); E ; l0 ; u0 ), where
a = (w; v ). To see this, note any inequality whi h was tight for x is still tight for x0 in the
new system. Thus suppose that k = 0. Let x0 be obtained by restri ting x to the variables
A fag. Also let E 0 be obtained from E by removing any digon of the form fa; a g if it exists.
Also, let l0 ; u0 be obtained by restri ting to ar s and onstrained pairs whi h do not involve a.
The non-integral ve tor x0 is then an extreme point of P (D a; f; F ; E 0 ; l0 ; u0 ), ontradi ting
minimality of x . Thus we may assume that ea h omponent of x is fra tional. However,
this now ontradi ts Lemmas 3 and 4.
2

4

Strong Conne tivity

We present in this se tion a ombinatorial 4-approximation algorithm for the problem of
strong onne tivity with orientation onstraints. This is an important spe ial ase of (I )
that is not aptured by our study in Se tion 3 | the requirement fun tion for this problem
is rossing supermodular. For larity of presentation, we assume that any parallel ar s form
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a digon, and any su h pair is involved in an orientation onstraint, that is, the pair appears
in E . However, our algorithm extends trivially to the general ase. In what follows, we
assume that the input dire ted graph is D = (V; A) and the optimal solution is a dire ted
graph D = (V; A ). We use OPT to denote the ost of the optimal dire ted graph D .
We say that an ar (u; v) in a dire ted graph D = (V; A) is simple if (v; u) 62 A, and we say
that it is non-simple otherwise. A dire ted y le is alled non-trivial if it is a simple y le
of length at least three.
At the enter of our approa h is a pro edure that takes as input any strongly onne ted
subgraph of D, possibly violating some orientation onstraints, and redu es the problem of
\amending" its violated orientation onstraints to that of nding a minimum ost 2-edge
onne ted subgraph in an undire ted graph. In fa t, the pre ise problem we redu e it to
is a minimum ost augmentation of a spanning tree to a 2-edge onne ted subgraph. For
the latter problem, a 2-approximation algorithm [5, 17℄ is known. We now des ribe our
algorithm in detail:
1. Pi k any node r and ompute a minimum ost in-bran hing to r, say T1 , as well as a
minimum ost out-bran hing from r, say T2 . Consider the dire ted graph D1 = (V; A1 )
indu ed by T1 [ T2 . Clearly, D1 is strongly onne ted and its ost is at most 2  OPT.
Assume without loss of generality that D1 is minimal.
2. The set of simple ar s A0  A1 indu es a olle tion of strongly onne ted omponents
C1 ; C2 ; :::; Ck (see Lemma 6). Shrink ea h omponent Ci to a single node xi and
onstru t a dire ted graph D2 = (X; A2 ), where X = fx1 ; :::; xk g. An ar (xi ; xj ) 2
A2 , if and only if D1 ontained some ar (u; v ) with u 2 Xi ; v 2 Xj . The minimality
of D1 implies that D2 is minimally strongly onne ted as well.
3. Repla ing ea h non-simple pair of ar s by an undire ted edge, evidently results in a
tree, by minimality. Thus, D2 has k 1 non-simple ar pairs (a1 ; b1 ); :::; (ak 1 ; bk 1 ).
It is onvenient to view D2 as an undire ted tree T = (X; ET ), su h that T ontains
an edge ei for ea h pair (ai ; bi ). Let (Xi ; Xi ) be the partition of node set X indu ed
by removal of a pair
(ai ; bi ). We asso iate with any su h partition a ut (Si ; Si ) in
S
D1 , where Si = xj 2Xi V (Cj ). We refer to these uts as the fundamental uts of
D1 . We say that an ar a hits a fundamental ut if a 2 Æ + (Si ) [ Æ + (Si ). For ea h
fundamental ut, A n A1 ontains an ar a 2 Æ+ (Si ) [ Æ+ (Si ) (see Lemma 7). Thus,
the minimum ost Z of a set of ar s in A n A2 , that hits all fundamental uts of D1
( all it the fundamental dire ted ut over of D1 ) is no more than OPT. Finding an
optimal fundamental dire ted ut over is NP-hard, but a 2-approximation an be
easily obtained through the undire ted version of the problem (see Lemma 8). Let
A3 be a set of ar s obtained in this fashion. Sin e Z is at most OPT, the ost of A3
is at most 2  OPT. Let D3 = (V; A1 [ A3 ) be the dire ted graph obtained by adding
ar s in A3 to the dire ted graph D1 . The total ost of ar s in D3 is at most 4  OPT.
4. The nal step is to show that the dire ted graph D3 above an be modi ed into
another dire ted graph D4 = (V; A4 ) su h that (i) D4 is strongly onne ted, (ii)
A4  (A2 [ A3 ), and (iii) all ar s in D4 are simple. To a hieve this we use the
10

ne essary and suÆ ient onditions for the existen e of a strong orientation of a mixed
graph given by Boes h and Tindell [2℄ (see Lemma 9). The osts of steps (1) and (3)
are no more than 2  OPT ea h. Therefore we now have a 4-approximation to our
problem.
Lemma 6 In any minimally strongly onne ted dire ted graph H , the set of simple ar s
indu es a olle tion of strongly onne ted omponents.
Proof:

It suÆ es to show that every simple ar lies on a dire ted y le that onsists only
of simple ar s. Consider any simple ar (u; v) and a path P (v; u) from v to u in H . By the
minimality of H , every ar on P (v; u) must be simple. The lemma follows.
2
Lemma 7 A n A1 hits every fundamental ut of D1 .

Suppose not. Then there is a ut (Si ; Si ) su h that A has at most one ar (from
the pair fai ; bi g) that rosses the ut. This ontradi ts that D is strongly onne ted. 2
Lemma 8 There is a 2-approximation algorithm for the minimum ost fundamental di-

Proof:

re ted ut over problem.

Proof:

We solve this problem by a redu tion to the minimum ost 2-edge onne ted subgraph problem. Let B be the set of ar s A n A2 . Consider the undire ted graph H = (X; E )
obtained as follows. There is an edge xi xj 2 E if and only if there is an ar in B that
onne ts some node in Xi to Xj or vi e versa. Moreover, the ost of this edge is equal to
the minimum ost su h ar . Also, for ea h edge in ET , we in lude an edge of ost 0 in H .
We now laim that the problem of nding a minimum ost fundamental dire ted ut
over of D1 is equivalent to nding a minimum ost 2-edge onne ted subgraph H 0 =
(X; E 0 ) of H . To see this, onsider any fundamental dire ted ut over A^. Then, the set
of undire ted edges in H , obtained from the ar s in A^ along with the edges in E0 , has the
property that every ut in H has at least two edges rossing it. Moreover, the ost of this
olle tion of edges is no more than the ost of the fundamental dire ted ut over A^. In
the other dire tion, let us onsider a 2-edge onne ted subgraph E^ of H . Sin e exa tly one
edge in E0 rosses a ut in H , there must be at least one additional edge in E^ rossing any
ut. Thus, the dire ted ar s orresponding to the edges in E^ form a fundamental ut over
of D1 .
Sin e the zero ost edges indu e a spanning tree, the minimum ost 2-edge onne ted
subgraph problem we need to solve is essentially a minimum ost augmentation of a spanning
tree to a 2-edge onne ted subgraph. For this problem, a 2-approximation algorithm is
known [5, 17℄. It then suÆ es to use this algorithm to get a 2-approximation algorithm for
the minimum ost fundamental dire ted ut over problem.
2

Lemma 9 The dire ted graph D3 obtained at the end of Step (3) of the algorithm, an be
modi ed into a dire ted graph D4 su h that D4 is strongly onne ted, ontained in D3 , and
does not ontain any non-simple ar s.
Proof:

The lemma essentially follows from the ne essary and suÆ ient onditions of Boes h
and Tindell [2℄ for the existen e of a strong orientation of a mixed graph. The BT onditions state that a mixed graph whose underlying graph is 2-edge onne ted has a strong
11

orientation if and only if it does not ontain a dire ted ut, i.e., a ut where all edges are
dire ted in the same dire tion. Note that the underlying graph of D3 is 2-edge onne ted,
and sin e A2 spans D3 , every ut ontains an undire ted edge and therefore there are no
dire ted uts in D3 .
For ompleteness, we sket h here a short proof that does not use the BT onditions
dire tly. The only non-simple ar s (or undire ted edges) in D3 are the ones orresponding
to the pairs (ai ; bi ). We remove from D3 , one by one, exa tly one ar from ea h su h pair
while keeping it strongly onne ted. Consider a leaf xi in T . There must be an ar in A3 of
the form (xi ; xj ) or (xj ; xi ) that hits the fundamental ut (xi ; X n fxi g). Assume without
loss of generality that it is of the form (xi ; xj ). Consider the dire ted path from xj to xi
in D2 , onsisting only of non-simple ar s, and remove every non-simple ar that is oriented
in a dire tion opposite to this path. Contra t the resulting y le and repeat this pro edure
on a leaf of the resulting tree T 0 . It is easy to verify that the pro edure ontinues until the
resulting tree redu es to a single node, orresponding to the graph D4 above.
2

5

Crossing Supermodularity

We now fo us our attention on general rossing supermodular fun tions. While simple
onstant fa tor approximation algorithms are known in the absen e of orientation onstraints [21℄, the problem seems to be ome mu h harder in the presen e of orientation
onstraints. Although we do not resolve this question here, we make some progress towards
solving our original problem (I ) for rossing supermodular fun tions. We establish the
following result.
Theorem 10 Let OPT denote the optimal ost of a fra tional solution to the problem (I )
with a rossing supermodular fun tion f de ned on a rossing family F . Let p = maxS f (S )

denote the maximum requirement of any set. Then, there is a polynomial time algorithms
that nds an integral solution of ost 2p  OPT satisfying the weaker requirement fun tion
f 0 de ned as f 0 (S ) = maxff (S ) 1; 0g.

An immediate orollary of the above theorem is that we an nd a solution to a (k 1)strong onne tivity problem with orientation onstraints at a ost that is no more than 2k
times the optimal ost for k-strong onne tivity. We devote the rest of this se tion to the
proof of Theorem 10.
A key step in our algorithm nds a minimum ost orientation of a graph for general
rossing supermodular requirement fun tions. That is, it solves problem (I ) in the ase
where the orientation onstraints are equalities. As mentioned earlier, this problem an
be solved in polynomial time via redu tions to submodular ows, see [9, 23℄. (In [10℄ an
orientation theorem is given for the more general lass of so- alled rossing G-supermodular
fun tions.) We brie y explain how this is done, following [9℄.
First, hoose the heaper ar from ea h pair of ar s, a and a , appearing in an orientation
onstraint xa + xa = 1, yielding a dire ted graph denoted by D1 = (V; A1 ). Clearly, the
ost of A1 is a lower bound on the ost of an optimal solution. Then, nd a minimum ost
12

olle tion of ar s (u; v) 2 A1 , su h that if they are ipped, i.e., (u; v) is repla ed by (v; u),
then a dire ted graph satisfying the requirement fun tion f is obtained. Call su h a set of
ar s an f - ip set.
Mininum ost f - ip sets an be optimally omputed by a redu tion to the minimum
ost submodular ow problem, whi h is itself solvable in polynomial time. It is easily seen
that a set A2 is a f - ip set if and only if its in iden e ve tor x satis es for every proper
subset S :
jÆ+ (S )j + x(Æ (S )) x(Æ+ (S ))  f (S )
De ne a new fun tion g where
g (S ) =

f (S ) + jÆ + (S )j:

Sin e f is rossing supermodular, we get that g is submodular. Therefore, nding a minimum ost f - ip set is equivalent to solving the submodular ow problem minf x : x 
0; x(Æ+ (S )) x(Æ (S ))  g(S ) for ea h proper subset S g.
We now go ba k to the proof of Theorem 10. Let D be our digraph and f be a rossing
f (S )
supermodular fun tion on the family F . Let p = maxS (f (S ) 1). De ne f 0 (S ) = b 1+1
=p
for ea h set S . It is easy to verify that f 0(S ) = f (S ) 1 if f (S ) > 0, and that f 0 is also
rossing supermodular on F . Let OPT(f ), or OPT if the ontext is lear, denote the ost
of an optimal solution x to problem (I ) for a requirement fun tion f .
1. De ne ua to be dpx (a)e. Clearly, ua + ua  p + 1. Also, de ne fp (S ) = p  f (S ) to
be a new rossing supermodular fun tion.
2. We now solve two separate interse ting supermodular LPs, orresponding to fp, with
upper bounds just de ned. These LP's are obtained by splitting the \requiring" sets
into F 1 = fF 2 F : v 2 F g and F 2 = F F 1 where v is an arbitrarily hosen
node. The rst we may solve dire tly; the latter is not a tually interse ting and so
we work with the interse ting family fV S : S 2 F 2 g. For the se ond family we
must also work with the fun tion f  de ned by f  (S ) = f (V S ) and use the digraph
with the ar s reversed (see [21℄). By Theorem 2, any basi solution for these LP's
is integral. We may thus nd two su h ve tors z 1 ; z 2 in polynomial time. A tually,
sin e these LP's do not have orientation onstraints, we an also nd integral optimal
solutions using Frank's approa h ([6℄, see also [23℄). Now de ne a new ve tor z by
setting za = maxfza1 ; za2 g for ea h a 2 A. Clearly z is integral, satis es fp, and osts
no more than 2  OPT(fp)  2p  OPT(f ).
3. By setting y = p1 z we obtain a solution for the original fun tion f whi h is (1=p)integral and has ost at most 2OPT. The solution y violates any orientation onstraint
by at most a fa tor of 1 + 1=p. We s ale down all violating ar pairs to satisfy the
onstraint xa + xa = 1. We also uniformly s ale up any ar pairs with 1=p 
xa + xa < 1 to satisfy xa + xa = 1. The resulting solution learly satis es the
fun tion f 0 and has a ost that is at most 2p  OPT.
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4. At this point, sin e all orientation onstraints are tight, we an nd an integral solution
of no greater ost.
We an view the above algorithm as a pro ess in whi h we tighten the orientation
onstraints, while bounding the in rease in ost. However, we an only guarantee that the
ut onstraints are \almost" satis ed. We onje ture that the following approa h, similar to
that of Jain [15℄, and Melkonian and Tardos [21℄, an yield a onstant fa tor approximation
algorithm for rossing supermodular requirement fun tions. Let x be an optimal (basi )
solution to the linear relaxation of (I ) in the ase where f is rossing supermodular. We
onje ture that there exists a pair of ar s a; a 2 A, for whi h the orientation onstraint
is not tight, yet x (a) + x (a ) is greater than a onstant, say 1=4. If this onje ture is
orre t, then we an make the orientation onstraint on a and a tight, and resolve the
problem. We repeat this until we obtain a solution in whi h all orientation onstraints are
tight. The ost of this solution in reases by only a onstant fa tor with respe t to x . On e
all orientation onstraints are tight, as before, we an nd an integral solution at no greater
ost.
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